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Theme 
This week we will be continuing our theme, ‘There’s no place like home’. In Geography we will be 

securing our understanding of where we live by using Google Maps and Street View in order to 

generate our addresses. In History our focus is on Barnoldswick, using present and past photos to 

plot changes to Barnoldswick over time. We will be visiting significant places around Barnoldswick, 

looking at the before and after photos and putting these in the context of ‘Then and Now.” We 

will be continuing our RE unit using the inquiry grid ‘The Church’. This week’s ‘BIG’ question will lead us 

into a discussion around commitment and what that involves in Christianity – Jesus’ teaching of ‘love 

thy neighbour’.  
 Extras 

Monday – Please make sure that Local walks letters are in no later than tomorrow morning. 

Tuesday – AM, French; PM, LOCAL WALK AROUND BARNOLDSWICK. Back before the end of 

school. 

Wednesday – PE - If earrings cannot be removed, please send plasters to school. 

Thursday – 12.30pm – 2.30pm – Celebration Event at Victory Park (picnic) – Year 3 and Year 4. 

Friday – Recognition Assembly. 

Snack Time – It has been suggested that children bring their money for snack in a wallet or purse 

rather than loose money.  A number of children have handed money to an adult that they have found 

and children are reporting having lost money.  We will do our best to find the owners of the money 

found and will remind children often to put their money in a safe place. 

Children in class 3 are becoming more independent each week.  They are doing an amazing job at 

remembering lots of new routines. Last week they almost mastered putting their reading record and 

homework diary in their pouches in class as soon as they came in.  This week we will be reminding them 

to take everything from their pouches home at the end of the day.   

 

From this week onwards, please could you send your children to the outside classroom door when 

dropping them off in the morning.  This will continue for the rest of the year.   

Maths 
This week children will 

Draw 2-D shapes and describe them. Recognise 

angles as a property of shape. Measure, compare, 

add and subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm) 

Understand that perimeter is a measure of distance 

around the boundary of a shape. 

Measure the perimeter of simple 2-D shapes. 

Derive and use addition and subtraction facts for 

100. 

Add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, 

pictorial representations, and mentally, including: - a 

2-digit number and ones; a 2-digit number and tens; 

two 2-digit numbers; adding three 1-digit numbers. 

Select a mental strategy appropriate for the 

numbers involved in the calculation. 

Understand and use take away and difference for 

subtraction, deciding on the most efficient method 

for the numbers involved, irrespective of context.   

 

English 
We will be finishing our gathering content phase this 

week for our Folk Tales unit. This will see us chunking a 

plot, innovating characters and events based around The 

Lancashire Giant tale, revising vocabulary met and 

securing our use of inverted commas for interchanges of 

speech.  Spellings this week will be focused on the Year 

3 statutory word lists, detailed in our ‘No Nonsense’ 

spelling programme.  Guided Reading sessions occur each 

day. Miss Palmer will hear your child read once a week. 

During the remaining four sessions the children will be 

partaking in different activities around their text (pre-

read, follow up, comprehension & free choice from a 

selection of books within their current reading level). 

Home Readers are to be changed as frequently as the 

children like after a quick review with Miss Palmer  

Miss P  


